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Dear AGW Stamper,

This booklet is all about using the same stamp sets but with different
themes.  So, if you have both of the dies shown on the next page, the
options seem almost endless. With even just one stamp set you would be
able to use it in either die. 

The Fancy Slider Box metal die is a design AGW also sells as an acrylic
template that works with a swivel knife to make all the paper cuts.  If you do 
not have a die press machine handy the acrylic template works great. One 
advantage to using the acrylic template is the slider cover part of the project 
requires less cutting, but otherwise the metal die makes the pieces faster. 
The metal die has the option to make a sliding top or a top that has 4 aps.  

The other die that is shown is the Small Inset die.  AGW has this in an
acrylic template version too.

Go ahead and look at the following pages, maybe you can think of ways to use 
these dies in your life. How about a birthday surprise for a special co-worker 
or family member?  You could leave this simple and sweet little box or card 
just to remind them that you are thinking of them and wanted to add a 
sprinkle of happiness to their day.
   

Enjoy, Have Fun, Create!

Michelle Cutts
Creative Director

Art Gone WIld™ 2012

What you’ll need for almost every card...
Fancy Slider Box and Small Inset Crafty Cutts Dies

Stamps from Art Gone Wild  (stamps used are shown in back of 
this booklet)

Red line tape and glue or double sided adhesive of your choice

1/16 inch foam tape 

Card stock and scrapbook paper

Black ink pad, pencil

Paper trimmer, Scissors, scoring tool, ruler or straight edge

Your favorite markers or whatever you like to color with 

A machine that cuts out metal dies, I happen to use the 
“Vagabond  machine but I have also used the “Cuttlebug”, if you 
see that the score lines are not clear enough then you may want 
to add a shim.

Reading glasses, chapstick, and chocolate kisses. These just add 
to the enjoyment, but not necessary for every project, well, 
maybe just the chocolate, 

       

• • • • •
Small Inset

CCD-002

CCD-007

Fancy Slider Box

I chose this photo because this booklet has ornaments
in it and Christmas is a time when we use many
ornaments, although we do put many other trees up
during the year... like an Easter tree, the Halloween 
tree, Valentine tree, Anniversary tree, Birthday tree.
I guess the tree I am always searching for is a money
tree, the kind that grows the money and all you have 
to do is pick it off.  Anyway, with all these trees going
up-- the Fancy Oval Slider Box will be great. You could make an ornament box for any tree you 
want to put up. Different ones- like how about the “Battery tree”?  You would always have them
and know where they are.  The “Safety Pin/Scotch Tape/Birthday Candle/Chapstick tree”, this 
stuff would be right at your nger tips. We really could call it the “Finger Tip tree”, that might not 
be good though cuz, I do know where those things are all the time.  Well... I guess I really did not 
need a Christmas photo, it could have just been any photo at all.

M
y older sister, Lisa and I. E

arly 70’s
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Cover that Slides 

Art Gone WIld™ 2012
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Happy Oven (a little info before beginning the card)

Question:
Does Art Gone Wild have a stamp for the inside of the oven?

Answer:
No, I guess it wouldn’t have been a good idea to have made one.
But this is what you can do....draw or copy the black and white 
image above. It is really very easy to do

How to color you ask?
Let me explain....I just color the back rectangle a dark grey.
The sides and bottom get darker as you get further into the 
oven.

•Run the Crafty Cutts Die through
   the machine

How to make a cover that slides:

•Copy the template to the left
•Cut, score
•Put around the box
•Secure shut with double sided 
   adhesive

4
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Supplies:
Star Punch, green Marvy 
5/16 circle punch, EK
3 inch circle scallop punch, purple Marvy
White paint, stylus to make dots
Stamps used listed in back of booklet

Art Gone WIld™ 2012
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Happy Oven

Card Base:  5-1/2 x 4-1/4

•Find the center of the card
•If you use the Score Buddy:
•Move the center point to the right (by the
  skinny score lines, any of them)
•Score 1/8 on each side of center point

•Without Score Buddy:
•Find the middle of the card
•Which would be at 4-1/4
•Then,  just score 1/8 on
   each side of center point
•For me, it is just faster and
   easier to use this tool 

Cutting the inset window:

•Lay the template on the bottom right hand corner
•Tape the Inset Die in place as shown, cutting side down, I use removable tape

template

•In case you cannot nd template when
  you need it, measurements, very easy,
  2  one inch strips

•Stamp and color the oven
•Leave about 1/4 in. of 
  white space around oven
•Cut the oven doors 3 sides
•Score the bottom of
  both doors
•Round corner at top

•The opening of the win-
  dow on the card will be 
  bigger than the window 
  on the oven door
•Fold aps as shown, both
  photos to the right are 
  the inside of the card

•Yes, I turned the card, 
  just easier for me, I guess
•Put oven rectangle to the
  inside of a folded tab, glue “A”
•Do the same to the other side
•Make sure the side walls are
  straight, glue flaps down

•We do not have a stamp to color for the inside of the oven, it’s very easy to do yourself
•For info on making inside oven, see back of booklet

A

•Once you turn over, push
  down on the oven to make
  sure glue is sticking well
•Stamp and color tray with
  cookies on it
•Stamp again, only color
  the cookies, punch them 
  out with 5/16 circle punch

•Foam tape 
  behind tray
•Foam tape
  behind
  cookies
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Happy Oven part 2

White card stock
     3-1/8 x 3/4

•Stamp saying on the card stock
•Put double sided tape on oven back
•Attach the card stock to backside
•Put adhesive on backside of oven

•Attach oven to the card
•Attach dish towel with foam tape
•Punch a 5/16 circle
•Attach to inside of oven door, leave 
   a tiny bit hang off 
•Because the oven opening is smaller   
   than the card opening, the punch will
   hook under the ledge
•The circle punch will make the oven
   door stay closed

•Do the following before attaching
  the oven
•Punch one 3” scalloped circle 
•Cut about 3/4” off 
•Attach both pieces to card

4 x 3/8
Decorative paper strip

•Stamp, color and cut the tree,
  tea kettle, and cookie plate, as 
  shown
•Mat tree and pot on colored
  card stock
•Using adhesive put on the oven

•Punch a star and attach it to the top of  the tree
•You can punch a cookie if you would like with the 5/16 circle punch and attach it
  next to the saying
•Using the stylus and white paint make white dots around the card
•A black ne line marker edges the oven with lines and loops

•Use a piece of card stock or
  decorative paper to put on 
  the inside of the card 2 x 1-3/4

More Happy Ovens...

Feel like you’re at the Happy appliance store?
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Inset Oval Card Front

Supplies:
Square Scallop, Aqua Marvy Punch
Circle Punch,  Aqua Marvy Punch
White paint and stylus for making dots
Tiny Cutts Apart Die  CCD-003, I used the little pieces that come out of   
                                                      the die for decorating and the kitty collage                                            

 2 strips 1/2 x 43 Tiny Cutts Apart 1-1/2 x 4

1 square 
   scallop
   punch

2 circle
   scallop
   punches  

•Lay the 3” circle in place, tape w/removable tape
•Put the Inset die in the middle of the card
•Run all threw the machine

 Inside of card

•Without Score Buddy:
•Find the middle of the card
•Which would be at 4-1/4
•Then,  just score 1/8 on
   each side of center point
•For me, it is just faster and
   easier to use this tool 

•Find the center of the card, 4-1/4
•If you use the Score Buddy:
•Move the center point to the right (by the
  skinny score lines, any of them)
•Score 1/8 on each side of center point

Fold

TIP
Putting the die in the middle of the card
•Find the middle of the metal die
•Draw lines with a permanent marker
•On the card, draw lines with pencil
•Just line up the lines

•Fold on the score lines
•Insert 2 x 1-3/4  card stock
•Glue two tabs as shown
•Stand up, make sure side walls 
  are straight
•Glue last two tabs to card stock
•Photo “A” Inset, nice and straight

Do not attach yet

Putting the front together
•I like my dotted paper to be straight, since the paper will be covered I just glued
  in place as shown above
•Punch one scallop square
•Tape the Fancy Oval Die on the scallop, run threw machine, set aside
•Attach the other pieces to the cover, cut off the inset on the dotted paper

Same as oven and 
beach cards

Die cuts, punches and paper shapes needed to complete:
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Art Gone WIld™ 2012

Inset Oval Card Front Part 2

•Arrange Tiny Cutts Apart pieces   
  at, using only tape here
•Put on card stock 2 x 1-3/4

•First layer is at 
•Put 1/16 foam tape on second layer

•A few more pieces from the Tiny Cutts
   Apart die is added
•More 1/16 foam tape added again

•Cat is laid on the foam tape
•Photo on the right shows the layers
   of the foam tape

•Lay the scalloped square on top of the cat collage, just to make sure it will be
  how you like it
•Glue the cat collage into the inset
•Adhere the scalloped square on top of the inset
•Finish off the card by adding the little white dot details

•Last thing to do is the inside of the card
•Use the rest of the pieces from the Cutts
  Apart die and assemble as you like

Finish the inside and you are done!

A couple more Inset cards...

Yep, that’s Ted and I, and no, really, I am not 16 there.
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Art Gone WIld™ 2012

Oval Front Ornament

•Run Fancy Oval Box though one time on
  card stock
•Run through again but this time center the 
  scalloped oval in the middle of the box die

•Put adhesive on both “A” sections and fold on to “B”. Should look like photo “E”
•Put adhesive on both “C” sections, fold the side tabs into the box, photo “F”
•Fold the “C” sections on to the “D” sections

A
B

A
B

C

C

D

D
FE

•Stamp, color, and cut the images, adhere the background piece to the box
•“G” photo is the image with the tree, put 1/16 in. foam tape on the back side 
   and stick it on to the background 
•“H” photo is the image with the snowman, put 1/16 in. foam tape on back 
   side but also put an extra piece of foam tape to the back side of the 
   snowman’s head
•Put glitter glue on the snow if desired

G

H

•Run the die threw again, this time, center the oval and tape in place
•Cut off all of the “A” aps and the corner tabs, photo “I”
•Punch a hole in one of the shorter aps, photo “J”
•Put the top on the box, with a marker put a dot threw the punched hole, 
   photo “K”
•Move the top, punch a 1/16 hole where the marker dot is

A A

A

A

I J K

Top Bottom

Top

Inside

Supplies:
White ribbon 3/8 in.
String
Star hand punch
White paint
1/16 hole punch
Stylus
Glitter glue, Viva decor 
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•Line up the holes, the ap will be on the outside of the box, glue
•Put the string threw the hole and tie a knot
•Glue the other aps to the outside of the box
•Cut a 3/8 x 10 inch strip, attach to outside of box
•Decorate with tiny stars and white dots
•Put a bow at the top.
•Adhere the saying to the back, nish with the little details

This is not the top ap

Top ap goes outside

• • • • • • • • • • • • •
Oval Front Ornament

Art Gone WIld™ 2012
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•Find the center of the card, 4-1/4, mark it with a pen
•When I use the Score Buddy, I  just move the center point to the right by the 1/8 
  score lines. Put the center mark on a score line and score 1/8 on both sides of center

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Art Gone WIld™ 2012

Inset w/3D

Supplies:
Circle scallop, aqua Marvy punch
3/4 circle punch, green Marvy punch 
Acetate or Glossy Accents 

•Cut a 1-1/2 inch piece off of the 4 x 1/2 paper strip
•Place it on each side of the open window, as shown above
•Take the circle and tape the inset die in it, run it through the machine
•Cut off the tabs or fold over as shown above
•Glue the circle on top of the open window in the card

•Put the Inset die where you want it to be, tape in place
•Run the die through the machine

•Stamp, color, and cut the image 
•Glue the image to the aps shown above
•Make sure the side walls of the inset are straight 
•Glue the other two aps down
•Place a piece of card stock on the back side 

•To make the water look shiny, you can use
  Glossy Accents or just us a piece of acetate
•Put 1/16 in. foam tape on the back of the chair piece, place in the inset
•Put 1/16 in. foam tape on the back side of the sand/shells piece and attach
•All that is left to do is punch some 3/4 in. circles and use a black ne line marker
  to edge around the inset
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• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Art Gone WIld™ 2012

Clearly an Ornament

Supplies: 
White stazon ink pad
Ribbon
Heart hand punch
String
Acetate
1/16 hole punch

Cutting out the die cut:

•Take the oval out of the die
•Run the die through your
   machine two times
•Take one of the dies just cut
   and cut off all the the “A” aps
•Cut off all of the “B” tabs
•Angle cut the aps that are
   left, Photo “C”

B

A A

A

A

B

B

B

C

This one is cut 
with acetate

This one is cut with 
red card stock

When you run acetate through your
machine, it may help if  you put the
acetate between 2 pieces of light
weight paper.

•Stamp and color the images
•On the background piece cut
   one hill, two hills, or you don’t
   have to cut any at all
•Cut the other 2 pieces out too.
•Put 1/16 foam tape on the back
   of each piece
•Layer them all in the box

•Once the box is made, put a dot in the center of the top with a marker
•Get the die cut, image “C”.  Center it on the acetate that is on the packaging 
•Using a White opaque StazOn ink pad, stamp on the acetate.
•Fold the acetate on the score lines and edge with the ink pad as shown
•Put double sided adhesive on the bottom, outside ap

•Take the acetate piece just worked on, which is the top of the ornament 
•Lay it on the top of the box, aps on the outside
•Using a permanent marker, put a dot on the acetate,on top of the black dot 
   on the red box, Photo “F”
•Use a piercing tool or 1/16 punch and punch both black dots

•Put the string through before adhering aps to box
•Attach by using double sided adhesive on the aps. All of the aps go inside
•Strip goes around the box next, 3/8 x 10
•Bow goes on the top, add red hearts 
•Finish the back side as you like

•Put adhesive on both “1” sections and fold on to “2”. Should look like photo “D”
•Put adhesive on both “3” sections, fold the side tabs into the box, photo “E”
•Fold the “3” sections on to the “4” sections

1
2

1
2

3

3

4

4 ED

This is the top of both piecesF

start 1st  under the clear
2nd out of clear

3rd inside of box
4th out of box

nish
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•Put the santa body inside the inset and glue in place
•Put 1/16 foam tape on the back of the santa w/head
•Attach to the santa already glued
•Put 1/16 foam tape towards the top of the back of the head and dot of 
  glue at the bottom 
•Attach to the current head, when it is attached it will look like Photo “B”

•Glue the inside card stock to the Inset Die
•Stamp, color and cut the santa as shown above
•Cut the mittens and arms, up to the arm pits, of the santa with head 
   still attached, sounds bad...poor santa. It’s okay in the end he will have 
   2 heads, oops, that still sounds bad, well....he’ll look good
Bending the santa, Photo “A” 
•Bend each arm at the elbow
•Bend the mittens downward 
•Bend his body into a sitting position  

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Art Gone WIld™ 2012

Mini Inset Card   Part 1
Cutting the inset window and oval:

•Center the Inset Die on the 3 x 3 square, use removable tape to tape in place
•Run threw machine to cut
•Using one of the scalloped squares center the oval die
•Run threw the machine

Supplies:
5/16 Circle punch, EK
3/4 Circle punch, green Marvy
Square scallop punch, aqua Marvy
Silver Chrome, Viva Decor
Red, Viva Decor
Holo, Viva Decor
Fluffy white pompom, for end of his hat
Stamps used listed in back of booklet

 2-3/4
Square

 2-1/4
Square

  3 x 3
 Square

 Scalloped 
  Squares

Punches and paper shapes needed to complete project:

 2  1  1

 A

For instructions on folding 
the card stock after it has 
been run threw the machine,
look back at the Happy Oven
Card, if needed

 1

 B
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• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Art Gone WIld™ 2012

Mini Inset Card   Part 2

•Once Santa is all nished being put together cut around the
   frame of the inset. 
•Put glue around the frame as shown and lay the scalloped square with
   the oval cut out on top
•Put a strong double sided tape on the backside of inset
•Lay a piece of 4 x 2 acetate, when folded it will be a 2 x 2 square, on top of
  the strong tape. Let the acetate hang over the inset, see above

•The acetate is now attached to the backside of the inset
•Put strong double sided tape on the acetate
•Attach the 2nd scalloped square 
•Put adhesive on the backside of the acetate 
•Center the scalloped square inset on top of the 2-3/4 square
•Push down on the acetate to secure the adhesive

•Put adhesive on the 2-1/4 square 
•Attach to the green square covering the acetate
•Some acetate will show at the top
•Decorate the front and the inside of the card as you like
•Adding a small uffy ball to the end of his hat nishes off the sitting Santa
   mini card

Another idea would be to add a cover.

To make the cover stay closed, 
I added a hidden magnet
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Art Gone WIld™ 2012

The Treat Spot 

•Stamp, color and cut each image
•Put 1/16 foam tape on the back of the basket and place on the bunny
•On the backside of the bunny’s feet put double the amount of foam tape, 
•only single foam tape in the middle area, see above Attach the feet onto
• the basket and bunny, set aside

•Magnet goes on the back of the strip, the other side of the magnet will go
   inside the card, it will need to be glued in, Glossy Accents works great
•Stamp, color and cut out just the basket without the hands and handle
•Attach to a small rectangle, put Tombow velcro closure on the backside
•Finish the card with the pieces of card stock you have left
•The little rectangles and squares are from the insides of the Tiny Cutts
   Apart Die
•Glossy Accents was used on the eggs and jelly beans
•Put the candy in the treat spot, I used orange tic tac’s  

•Using a 3 x 3 piece of acetate
•Cut a vertical  2 in. line in the center
•At each end of the 2 in., cut 1-3/4 line
•Score both sides
•Put red line or strong adhesive around the window that was just cut
•Put adhesive around the window on the backside 
•Put adhesive up to the score line you made, original score can be covered
•Attach the acetate on to the card, adhesive side going down rst, around
   inset window
•Put the 3-3/4 square, with the ip window on top of the acetate 
•Next, the mat for the saying on the door opening
•Attach the strip, the saying will go on top of it

•Place the Inset Die on to card stock and run through machine, as done in
   previous projects, make sure you leave room for the spine
•Fold the walls of the inset, as shown above
•Center the Large Flip Open Window die on the 3-3/4 square
•Run through machine
•Make a 1/4 score line to the right of the score line already there, there
   will be two score lines

Supplies: 
Pink, Viva Decor
Brown, Viva Decor
Glossy Accents 
Magnet, Basic Grey
Velcro closure, Tombow
Stamps listed in back of booklet
Candy
Acetate
Flip Open Window Die  CCD-008
Tiny Cutts Apart  CCD-003

Paper sizes used to complete card:

1 1   3-3/4
 Square

2-1/4 x 3-1/2      
   Rectangle

1/2 x 5-1/4      
     Strip

•Extra  card stock to
   mat bunny and saying
•3 x 3 Acetate

 Cover
backside
with card          
stock
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MC-2420
  Winter

    MC-2428 
Wonderful Life

    MC-2427
Easter Bunny

   SC-2436
Happy Oven

                 SC-2456
Halloween & Thanksgiving
          What’s Cookin’

     SC-2437
What’s Cookin’

             SC-2460
Holiday What’s Cookin’

 MC-2419
Christmas

   MC-2425
Beautiful Day

MC-2426
Birthday

MC-2418
Halloween

  SC-2536
Good Luck

SC-2532
Get Well

SC-2538
Marriage

SC-2539
   Baby

  SC-2537
Valentine’s

SC-2533
Cheer Up

  SC-2531
Thank You

SC-2534
Friends

       SC-2535
Happy Birthday

        H1-629
Sm. Sitting Santa

          SC-2459
Holiday Little PICS

These stamps where used in some of the projects in this booklet. But, 
all of them are perfect for both of the dies being shown in this book

Clear Stamp Sets (one wood mounted stamp)

       CCD-003
Tiny Cutts Apart

        CCD-008
Flip Open Windows

Crafty Cutts Dies
Both of these dies are used in this book...
Idea books for these dies will be out soon.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Other Crafty Cutts Project Guides Available:

C r a f t y  C u t t s

Layered Circle and
Diamond Dies
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Medium and Large Inset
Booklet #3 #3

C r a f t y  C u t t s

Poinsettia/Pentagon Die 

 A  Pictorial Project Guide
for

W a f e r  T h i n  M e t a l  D i e s
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Matt, please add the 4 books to the
back of the book and the die next
to each booklet, please.
any questions please call my cell

thanks so much
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